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Abstract

Measuring string similarity is useful for a
broad range of applications. It plays an
important role in machine learning, infor-
mation retrieval, natural language process-
ing, error encoding, and bioinformatics.
Measuring string similarity is a fundamen-
tal operation of data science, important
for data cleaning and integration. Real-
world applications such as spell check-
ing, duplicate finding, searching similar
words, and retrieving tasks use string sim-
ilarity. In this study, string similarity
metrics have been calculated for Burmese
(Myanmar language). The encoding table
for Burmese has been built based on the
pronunciation similarity of characters and
vowel combination positions with a con-
sonant. According to the table, strings
and words are encoded. Similarity dis-
tance is measured between the dataset and
query words. Previous string similarity ap-
proaches are not suitable for fuzzy string
matching of tonal-based Burmese. There-
fore, three mapping approaches are pro-
posed in this study.

1 Introduction
Measuring string similarity is a fundamen-
tal operation in many applications of ma-
chine learning. It is widely studied in natu-
ral language processing (NLP). NLP applica-
tions such as text-to-speech, machine transla-
tion, spell checking, and information retrieval
calculate string similarity metrics to find how
similar the strings are. In other words, string
similarity metrics help to find similar words ac-
cording to a given query. Languages are inter-
esting, and each language has its own features
and writing systems. In the literature, several
approaches have been proposed for string sim-
ilarity. Most of them are character-based met-

rics and associated with English or European
languages. For Burmese (language in Myan-
mar), we need to consider new approaches to-
gether with the existing string similarity met-
rics. Burmese is a tonal-based language and
also a very rich language (Tun, 1990). It has 33
consonants, and the consonants are combined
with vowels and medials to form syllables. In
Burmese, not only one character can form a
word (e.g., “က”, “dance” in English) but also
one syllable can form a word (e.g., “ြုကိက်”,
“like” in English). Additionally, there are
many phonetically similar sounds of charac-
ters and words in Burmese. In our experiment,
we proposed three mappings: phonetic map-
ping, sound mapping, and syllable combina-
tion mapping. We introduced a new approach
based on the idea of Soundex, the best-known
phonetic encoding algorithm, for retrieving
phonetically similar words by calculating the
string similarity distance. We have collected
two datasets: one dataset contains the confu-
sion pairs of words with real spelling mistakes,
and another is a manually developed word sim-
ilarity dataset. We evaluated six measures (co-
sine distance, Damerau–Levenshtein distance,
Hamming distance, Jaccard distance, Jaro–
Winkler distance, and Levenshtein distance)
on two datasets, with and without the pro-
posed three mappings. According to our re-
sults, all three mappings outperformed the
existing approaches for retrieving Myanmar
words with similar pronunciations.

2 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, there is only one
proposal that measured phonetic similarities
of Myanmar Internationalized Domain Names
(IDNs) (Ohnmar Htun, 2910). To retrieve



phonetically similar Myanmar IDNs, IPA (In-
ternational Phonetic Alphabet)-Soundex func-
tions were used for matching character val-
ues based on their phonetic similarities of
Burmese. The normalized similarity method
is capable of measuring similarity not only in
a single language, but also in a cross-language
comparison (Htun et al., 2011).

The Myanmar characters ultimately de-
scend from a Brahmic script, either Kadamba
or Pallava (Wikipedia, 2019). Likewise, most
of the major Indian languages such as Devana-
gari (e.g., Hindi, Marathi, Nepali), Bengali
(Bengali and Assamese), Gurmukhi (Punjabi),
Gujarati, Oriya, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, and
Malayalam use scripts that are derived from
the ancient Brahmi script. They have approx-
imately the same arrangement of the alphabet,
are highly phonetic in nature, and a computa-
tional phonetic model was proposed for them
(Singh, 2006). It mainly consists of a model of
phonology (including some orthographic fea-
tures) based on a common alphabet of these
scripts, numerical values assigned to these fea-
tures, a stepped distance function (SDF), and
an algorithm for aligning strings of feature vec-
tors. The SDF is used to calculate the pho-
netic and orthographic similarity of two let-
ters.

3 String Similarity Metrics

String similarity determines how similar two
strings are. Various studies on string similar-
ity has been carried out for different languages.
In the literature, many methods to measure
the similarity between strings have been pro-
posed. Each method has its own features use-
ful for NLP. Most similarity metrics are used
to reduce minor typing or spelling errors in
words or syllables in pronunciation. Based on
the properties of operations, string similarity
metrics can be divided into several groups.

Edit distance-based metrics estimate the
number of operations needed to transform one
string to another. A higher number of oper-
ations means less similarity between the two
strings.

For token-based methods, the expected in-
put is a set of tokens rather than complete
strings. The purpose is to find similar tokens
in both sets. A higher number of similar to-

kens means more similarity between the sets.
A string can be transformed into a set of to-
kens by splitting it using a delimiter.
In sequence-based methods, the similarity is

a factor of common substrings between the two
strings. The algorithms try to find the longest
sequence that is present in both strings. The
more of these sequences found, the higher is
the similarity score.

3.1 Levenshtein Distance
The Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966),
also known as edit distance, returns the min-
imum number of edit operations in terms of
the number of deletions, insertions, or sub-
stitutions required to transform the source
string to the target string. A higher num-
ber of edit operations means less similarity be-
tween two strings. For example, the edit dis-
tance between “cat” and “dog” is 3. There
are three edit operations needed to transform
“cat” into “dog”. For Myanmar language,
“Fate”-“ကံ”(kan) and “ကန်”(kan) (exact pro-
nunciation with “ကံ” but different spelling and
“kick, lake” in English), two edit operations
are required. The Levenshtein distance is per-
fect for finding similarity of small strings, or
for a small string and a big string, where the
editing difference is expected to be a small
number. The Levenshtein distance is defined
recursively, as shown in Eq. (1).

disa,b(i, j) =



0 if i=j=0
i if j=0 and i>0
j if i=0 and j>0

min =


disa,b(i− 1, j) + 1

disa,b(i, j − 1) + 1 otherwise
disa,b(i− 1, j − 1) + 1(ai ̸= aj)

(1)

3.2 Damerau–Levenshtein Distance
The Damerau–Levenshtein distance is an al-
gorithm that is similar to the Levenshtein dis-
tance; however, it additionally counts a trans-
position between adjacent characters as an
edit operation (Damerau, 1964). For example,
to transform string “CA” to string “ABC”,
the Levenshtein distance counts three edits,
whereas the Damerau–Levenshtein distance is
2. For Burmese, the Levenshtein distance be-
tween “ကေလး”(“baby”) and “ေကလး”(wrong
spelling of “baby”) is 3, whereas the Damerau-



Levenshtein distance is 2. Variations of this
algorithm assign different weights to the edit
based on the type of operation, phonetic sim-
ilarities between the sounds typically repre-
sented by relevant characters, and other con-
siderations.

3.3 Hamming Distance
The Hamming distance between two strings
of equal length measures the number of posi-
tions with mismatching characters (Hamming,
1950). The Hamming distance only applies to
strings of the same length. It is mostly used
for error correction in fields such as telecom-
munication, cryptography, and coding theory.
For example, the Hamming distance between
“apple” and “grape” is 4, and the distance
between “အေဖ”(“father”) and “အေဘ”(wrong
spelling of “father”) is 1.

3.4 Jaro–Winkler Distance
The Jaro–Winkler distance is another string
metric that measures an edit distance between
two sequences (Jaro, 1989). The score ranges
from 0 to 1, where 0 is “no similarity,” and 1 is
“exactly the same strings.” The Jaro–Winkler
distance is used to find duplicates in strings,
because the only operation that it considers is
to transpose the letters in a string. Eq. (2)
describes the Jaro–Winkler distance dj of two
given strings s1 and s2, where m is the number
of matching characters, and t is half of the
number of transpositions.

dj =

{
0 if m=0
1
3(

m
|s1| +

m
|s2| +

m−t
m ) otherwise

(2)

3.5 Cosine Similarity
The cosine similarity between two vectors is a
measure that calculates the cosine of the angle
between them (Singhal, 2001). By calculat-
ing the cosine angle between the two vectors,
we can decide if the vectors are pointing to
the same direction or not. Two vectors with
the same orientation have a cosine similarity
of 1, which means that the two strings are
equal. For two strings “ဇနီးေမာင်နံှ”(“husband
and wife”) and “ကေလး”(“baby”), the cosine
similarity is 0, but for “ဇနီးေမာင်နံှ”(“husband
and wife”) and “စနီးေမာင်နံှ”(wrong spelling of

“husband and wife”), the similarity distance
is 0.75, which is nearly 1. Eq. (3) shows the
formula of cosine similarity.

similarity(A,B) =
A.B

∥A∥ × ∥B∥ =

∑n
i=1 Ai ×Bi√∑n

i=1 A
2
i ×

√∑n
i=1 B

2
i

(3)

3.6 Jaccard Similarity
The Jaccard similarity measures similarities
between sets (Jaccard, 1901). It is defined as
the size of the intersection divided by the size
of the union of two sets. For example, for sets
A = {1, 2, 3} and B = {1, 2, 4, 5}, the Jaccard
similarity is 0.4. The Jaccard similarity is cal-
culated according to the following equation.

J(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B| =

|A ∩B|
|A|+ |B| − |A ∪B| (4)

3.7 Soundex Algorithm
The Soundex algorithm is a phonetic algo-
rithm (Odell, 1956). It is based on how close
two words are depending on their pronuncia-
tion. For example, the code for “Flower” and
the code for “Flour” is ‘F460” according to
the Soundex encoding table, because they have
the same pronunciation. Based on the idea of
the Soundex algorithm, we propose three map-
pings for Burmese. All mappings aim to find
words based on their phonetic similarity.

4 Proposed Mappings
String similarity algorithms have some difficul-
ties with Burmese because it is a tonal-based
language and is composed of vowels, conso-
nants, and medials. With Myanmar alpha-
bets, many words have the same pronunciation
but different meanings (e.g., “ကံ”, “luck” in
English and “ကန်”, “lake” in English). More-
over, some words have similar pronunciations
and different meanings (e.g., “ခုနစ်”, “seven” in
English and “ခုနှစ်”, “year” in English). To con-
sider phonetically similar words, we propose
three mapping tables for Myanmar words.

4.1 Phonetic Mapping
In our proposed methods, the first mapping is
the phonetic mapping. Words with the same
pronunciation are grouped together. For ex-
ample, “ကေလး” and “ခေလး” have the same



pronunciation. Therefore, “က” (Ka) and “ခ”
(Kha) are clustered to “က” (Ka) group. Like-
wise, other consonants with same pronuncia-
tion, such as “ဃ” (Ga) and “ဃ” (Gha), “ပ”
(Pa) and “ဖ” (Pha), “ဗ” (Ba) and “ဘ” (Bha)
are put together as groups, respectively, and
some diacritics, such as “◌ွ” (Wa Hswe) and
“◌ှ” (Ha Hto), tone marks such as “◌့” (Auk-
myit), “◌္” (Myanmar sign Virama) are con-
sidered to be removed. Mapped characters
are using both Myanmar and English alpha-
bets for simple reading and an easier practical
implementation. The details of the phonetic
mapping table are shown in Table 1.

Char Mapped Char Char Mapped Char
က ခ က ◌ွ ◌ှ (delete)
ဂ ဃ ဂ ဣ ဤ ၏ ◌ိ ◌ီ ည် i
စ ဆ စ က် ပ် တ် d
ဇ ဈ ဇ န် မ် ◌ံ n
ဋ တ တ ◌ဲ ရ် e
ဌ ထ ထ ဥ ဦ ◌ု ◌ူ u
ဍ ဎ ဍ ◌ာ ◌ါ r
ဏ န န ဧ ေ◌ a
ဒ ဓ ဒ ◌့ ◌း (delete)
ပ ဖ ပ ◌္ (delete)
ဗ ဘ ဘ ဩ ဪ ြသ ေြသာ် o
ယ ရ ရ ၎င်း ၎ ၎
လ ဠ လ ၊ ။ s

သ ဿ သ ◌င င် င ဥ် in
◌ျ ြ◌ y ?!.*-=#”<>[],+- s

Table 1: Phonetic Mapping

4.2 Sound Mapping

The second mapping is the sound mapping.
This mapping is similar to the phonetic map-
ping, but the main difference is in process-
ing Myanmar consonants. As the name of
the sound mapping suggests, consonants that
have the same movements of mouth, lips, and
tongue, are grouped. For example, “က ခ ဂ
ဃ င ဟ အ” (Ka Kha Ga Gha Nga Ha A) are
clustered to “က” (Ka) group, “ည ဉ” (NyaGyi
NyaLay) are clustered to “ည” (Nya) group, “ပ
ဖ ဘ ဗ မ” (Pa Pha Ba Bha Ma) are clustered
to “ပ” (Pa) group, “ယ ရ” (YaPetLet YaGauk)
are clustered to “ရ” (Ya) group. The details
of the sound mapping are shown in Table 2.

Char Mapped Char Char Mapped Char
က ခ ဂ ဃ င ဟ အ က ◌ွ ◌ှ (delete)

ည ဉ ည ◌္ (delete)
စ ဆ ဇ ဈ စ က် ပ် တ် d

ဋ ဌ ဍ ဏ ဎ တ ထ ဒ ဓ န တ န် မ် ◌ံ n
ပ ဖ ဗ ဘ မ ပ ◌ဲ ရ် e

ယ ရ ရ ဥ ဦ ◌ု ◌ူ u
လ ဠ လ ◌ာ ◌ါ r

သ ဿ သ ဧ ေ◌ a
◌ျ ြ◌ y ◌့ ◌း (delete)
၊ ။ s ဩ ဪ ြသ ေြသာ် o

၎င်း ၎ ၎ ဣ ဤ ၏ ◌ိ ◌ီ ည် i
◌င င် င ဥ် in ?!.*-=#"<>[],+- s

Table 2: Sound Mapping

4.3 Vowel Position Mapping

Myanmar writing system or word formation
largely depends on the combination of left,
right, upper, and lower characters to a con-
sonant (i.e., consonant clusters or syllable).
Here, left, right, upper, and lower characters
mean dependent vowels, directives, and sub-
script consonants that are always written with
a consonant (Thu and Urano, 2007) according
to their written positions.
The third proposed mapping is based on

the syllable formation in Burmese, we call it
the vowel position mapping. Thus, the vowels
written on the left side of the consonant are
under the left (l) group, the right-side vowels
are under the (r) group, the upper vowels
are under the (u) group, the lower vowels are
under the (d) group. If we represent the core
concept of the vowel position mapping with
Python programming, the code for building a
dictionary variable named “map3_dict” will
be as follows:

map3_dict = [
(’[က-အ]’, ’c’),
(’◌ျ |ြ◌’, ’y’),
(’ေ◌’, ’l’),
(’◌ိ |◌ီ |◌ဲ |◌ံ ’, ’u’),
(’◌ွ |◌ှ |◌ု |◌ူ , ’d’),
(’◌ာ |◌ါ |◌့ |◌း ’, ’r’),
]

Here, “c” is used for consonants, “y” for me-
dial characters “◌ျ” and “ြ◌”, “l” for the “left”,
“u” for “upper”, “d” for “down” or “lower”,
and “r” for “right”-side characters. The de-
tails of the vowel position mapping are shown
in Table 3. This mapping is designed for re-



trieving Myanmar words that have a similar
vowel combination structure.

Char Mapped Char Char Mapped Char
a-z A-Z F က-အ c
◌ျ ြ◌ y ◌္ p
ေ◌ l ◌ာ ◌ါ ◌့ ◌း r

◌ိ ◌ီ ◌ဲ ◌ံ u '◌ွ ◌ှ ◌ု ◌ူ d
◌် k ၊ ။ s

ဣ ဤ ဥ ဦ ဧ i ?!.*-=#”<>[],+- $
ဩ ဪ ဿ ၌ ၍ ၏

၀-၉ n 0-9 D

Table 3: Vowel Position Mapping

5 Experiments
We compare 6 similarity measures on our
three mappings. They are Levenshtein, Ham-
ming, Jaro–Winkler, Damerau–Levenshtein,
cosine, and Jaccard similarities. We conduct
two experiments with two datasets that we
have collected.

5.1 Datasets
We have collected two datasets: Spelling
Mistake Confusion Pairs and Word Similarity
Dataset.

5.1.1 Spelling Mistake Confusion Pairs
The dataset of spelling mistake confusion pairs
was developed based on real-world spelling
errors. Mainly, we collected general-domain
text, especially from Myanmar news and
social media websites, such as BBC (British
Broadcasting Corporation) Myanmar, VOA
(Voice of America) Myanmar, Facebook, and
emails during March 2018 and July 2019.
The dataset contains 2,381 pairs (i.e., 4762
words). Some examples of confusion pairs are
as follows:

• ကုိကုိြဂာီး - ကုိကုိြကီး

• ေကာင်းေကာငး◌် - ေကာင်းေကာင်း

• ေကာင်းကျပါတယ် - ေကာင်းြကပါတယ်

• ခွင့် မလွတ်ပါနဲ့ - ခွင့် မလွှတ်ပါနဲ့

• ငါ့စီ - ငါ့ဆီ

• စီးပွားေ◌၇◌း - စီးပွားေရး

• စဲွချက်တင်နိ◌ု်င်ေသာေြကာင့် -စဲွချက်တင်နုိင်ေသာေြကာင့်

• ေတာင်ပန်အပ်ပါတယ် - ေတာင်းပန်အပ်ပါတယ်

• တုိင်ြပည်ချစ်စိတ် - တုိင်းြပည်ချစ်စိတ်

• ေဒါ်ေအာင်ဆနး◌်စုြကည်-ေဒါ်ေအာင်ဆန်းစုြကည်

• နက်နက်ရူိင်းရူိင်း - နက်နက်ရိှင်းရိှင်း

• ြပသနာတက်မှာဆုိးြပီး - ြပဿနာတက်မှာစုိးြပီး

• ၂ဝ၁၂ဝ - ၂ဝ၂ဝ

• ၀◌ူးရှူး - ဝူရှူး

• အေဆာက်အဉီ - အေဆာက်အဦး

During the dataset collection, we found that
some of the spelling mistakes are caused by
encoding conversion between partial Unicode
named “Zawgyi” and other Unicode fonts
such as “Myanmar3” and “Padauk” (e.g.,
ကုိကုိြဂာီး - ကုိကုိြကီး, တနလာၤေန့ - တနလင ာေန,့
နုိင်ငံေရးဧ။◌် - နုိင်ငံေရး၏). Moreover, the
spelling mistakes based on pronunciation
similarity (e.g., ေကျးပွန် းစွား - ေကျပွန်စွာ, ငါ့စီ -
ငါ့ဆီ, ြပသနာတက်မှာဆုိးြပီး - ြပဿနာတက်မှာစုိးြပီး)
and shape similarity (i.e., glyph) of Myanmar
characters are also found (e.g., စီးပွားေ◌၇◌း
- စီးပွားေရး, ၀◌ူးရှူး - ဝူရှူး, အေဆာက်အဉီ -
အေဆာက်အဦး). All the confusion pairs gen-
erally have one-to-one relationship between
misspelled and correct words; thus, we as-
sumed it is very useful for evaluating on our
three mappings. However, this dataset has
few homophones and rhyme words; therefore,
it is not suitable for measuring pronunciation
similarity.

5.1.2 Similar Pronunciation Dataset
We developed the similar pronunciation
dataset to evaluate similarity scores pro-
vided by our three mappings. Based
on the correct Myanmar word, we manu-
ally added one homophone and three more
rhyme words, such as “Hat:Bat”, “Fun:Sun”,
“Honey:Money”. For example, the first col-
umn word ြမူးတူး(“festivity” in English) is the
correct word, the second column ြမူးထူး is
the homophone word, and the other follow-
ing columns ဂျူးဖူး, ကူးလူး, and ြပူးတူး are three
rhyme words of the first column word (see Ta-
ble 4). We collected 200 pairs for the similar
pronunciation dataset, with 1,000 words in to-
tal.



Correct WordHomophone Rhyme1 Rhyme2 Rhyme3
ြမူးတူး ြမူးထူး ဂျူးဖူး ကူးလူး ြပူးတူး
ြပဌာန်း ြပဠာန်း ရှစမ်း ြကာပန်း ကျငန်း
တချ ို ့ တစ်ချ ို ့ အချ ို ့ သချ ို ့ နှစ်ချ ို ့

ေြွကးြမီ ေကျွးြမီ ေခွးြမီး ေြကးမီှ ေချွးသီး
ဂဃနဏ ဂဂနန ခခယယ မမထထ ခခရရ

လက်ေရွးစင် လက်ေရွးစဥ် လက်ေယွးစင်ရက်ေရွးစင်လက်ေရွးဇင်

Table 4: Examples from the Similar Pronunciation
Dataset

Examples for how our three proposed map-
pings work can be seen as the following table.

Phonetic Mapping Sound Mapping Vowel Position Mapping
ပစစည်း –> ပစစi ပစစည်း–> ပစစi ပစစည်း –> ccpcckr
ပစ်စည်း –> ပစစi ပစ်စည်း –> ပစစi ပစ်စည်း –> cckcckr

Table 5: Examples of Three Proposed Mappings

5.2 Evaluation
For the evaluation, we measured string simi-
larity on each pair from both original datasets:
“Spelling Mistake Confusion Pairs” and “Sim-
ilar Pronunciation Dataset”. Next, we en-
coded or converted the original data into our
3 mappings and measured string similarity
again. Finally, we counted the correct words
or similar words based on the three thresh-
olds “<=1”, “<=2”, and “<=3” for “Leven-
shtein, Damerau–Levenshtein, and Hamming
distance measures” and “>=0.9”, “>=0.7”,
and “>=0.5” for “Jaro–Winkler, cosine, and
Jaccard distance measures”.

6 Results and Discussion
The number of correct words found for six
similarity measures on the “Spelling Mistake
Confusion Pairs dataset” is shown in Figure 1.
According to these experimental results, our
phonetic mapping gave a better word correc-
tion rate than four existing distance measures
(Levenshtein, Damerau–Levenshtein, Ham-
ming, and Jaccard) for threshold <=1 or
>=0.9. Similarly, the sound mapping also
achieved higher or comparable results, except
for the Jaro–Winkler and cosine similarity. On
the other hand, the vowel position mapping
approach obtained the lowest correction rate
for all thresholds.

For thresholds “<=2” and “<=3”
(“>=0.7”, “>=0.5” for Jaro–Winkler and

cosine similarity), generally, all proposed
mappings are lower than raw Myanmar text
input. However, we found that the phonetic
mapping and sound mapping matched more
correct words from the “Spelling Mistake
Confusion Pairs” dataset for Hamming and
cosine similarities.
According to these experimental results, our

new two mappings (phonetic and sound map-
pings) are applicable for string similarity mea-
surement on spelling mistake confusion words.
Moreover, based on the current results for
thresholds “<=2” and “<=3” (or “>=0.7”
and “>=0.5”), we clearly found that the vowel
position mapping is able to retrieve approx-
imately 50% of the correct words for Leven-
shtein, Damerau–Levenshtein, Hamming, and
cosine similarities.
The results of retrieving similar pronuncia-

tion words, such as homophones and rhyme
words, with six similarity measures on the
“Similar Pronunciation Dataset” is shown in
Figure 2. As we expected, two of our
proposed mappings, phonetic mapping and
sound mapping, achieved the highest num-
ber of found errors for all thresholds of Lev-
enshtein, Damerau–Levenshtein, Hamming,
Jaro–Winkler, cosine, and Jaccard similarities.
Additionally, the vowel position mapping also
obtained the highest or comparable results for
existing five distance measures, except for the
Jaccard distance measure.
We did a detailed analysis on distance val-

ues, and we found that our proposed three
mappings have a zero distance value (i.e., no
distance value) for some similarly pronounced
words. For example, the string similarity
distances for the word လက်ေရွးစင် and simi-
lar pronunciation and rhyme words လက်ေရွးစဥ်,
လက်ေယွးစင်, ရက်ေရွးစင် and လက်ေရွးဇင် for Lev-
enshtein and our three mappings for the
threshold “<=1” are shown in Table 6. More-
over, our three mappings retrieved similar
words well, compared with inputting raw
Myanmar text. For example, although Leven-
shtein distance (for the threshold “<=1”) re-
trieved only one similar word of လွင့် စဥ် (“scat-
ter” in English), our three mappings were able
to retrieve three more similar words လွှင့် စင်,
လွင့် ဇင် and လွန်စ့င် (see Table 7). One more ex-
ample of cosine and our three mappings’ string
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Figure 1: Results with the spelling-mistake confusion dataset

similarity distances of the word အကဲခတ် (“to
assess” in English) (for threshold “>=0.9”)
can be seen in Table 8. Here, “N\A” means
“Not Applicable”, and the expression is not
contained in the threshold distance.

Word - Similar Word Levenshtein Pronunciation Sound Vowel
လက်ေရွးစင် လက်ေရွးစဥ် 1 0 1 0
လက်ေရွးစင် လက်ေယွးစင် 1 0 0 0
လက်ေရွးစင် ရက်ေရွးစင် 1 1 1 0
လက်ေရွးစင် လက်ေရွးဇင် 1 1 0 0

Table 6: String similarity distances for the word
“လက်ေရွးစင်” (“selection”) in English

Word - Similar Word Levenshtein Pronunciation Sound Vowel
လွင့် စဥ် လွင့် စင် 1 0 1 0
လွင့် စဥ် လွှင့် စင် N/A 0 1 1
လွင့် စဥ် လွင့် ဇင် N/A 1 1 0
လွင့် စဥ် လွန်စ့င် N/A 1 1 0

Table 7: String similarity distances for the word
“လွင့် စဥ်” (“scatter” in English)

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the first
study of the string similarity measurement
based on the pronunciation similarities for
Burmese. We proposed three new mappings
(phonetic mapping, sound mapping, and vowel
position Mapping) and proved a better re-
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Figure 2: Results with the similar pronunciation dataset

Word - Similar Word Cosine Pronunciation Sound Vowel
အကဲခတ် အကဲခပ် N/A 1.0 1.0 1.0

အကဲခတ် အကဲဆတ် N/A N/A N/A 1.0
အကဲခတ် အြမဲတက် N/A N/A N/A N/A
အကဲခတ် မဆဲတတ် N/A N/A N/A 1.0

Table 8: String similarity distances for the word
“အကဲခတ်” (“to assess” in English)

trieving of similarly pronounced words, homo-
phones, and rhyme words. Moreover, the pho-
netic mapping and sound mapping are applica-
ble for spelling correction by string similarity
measurement of Burmese under the threshold
“<=1”. In the future work, we plan to expand
the two datasets and conduct string similarity

experiments to confirm our current mapping
tables.
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